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In studies made on the hemoglobin of certain teleost fishes Root

(1931) found that carbon dioxide had a remarkable effect on the

ability of the blood to combine with oxygen. As in the case of

mammalian blood, the addition of acid decreases the amount of oxygen
combined with the hemoglobin at any given oxygen tension, but in

these fish bloods the addition of acid decreases also the total amount of

oxygen that can be combined even when the oxygen tension is increased

to that of air. As a consequence the suggestion was made that the

prosthetic groups in the hemoglobin molecule were differentially

affected by the presence of acid, some being inactivated entirely so

that they no longer combined with oxygen. Since confirmation of

this suggestion promised to throw new light on the theory of the

equilibrium between oxygen and hemoglobin, the phenomenon has

been examined in greater detail.

In the present study we have examined the blood of the tautog,

Tautoga onitis Linnaeus, the goosefish, Lophius piscatorius Linnaeus,

and the toadfish, Opsanus tau (Linnaeus). We have confirmed the

observation of Root and shown that the amount of oxygen combined

is decreased in the presence of acid even though the oxygen tension

is raised to one atmosphere. In addition, the oxygen dissociation

curves have been studied throughout the range of hydrogen ion con-

centration in which the phenomenon is described. These curves are

remarkable as to shape, especially those of the toadfish, which have a

distinct undulatory character. Another characteristic is a change in

the shape of the curves with a change in pH. In alkaline solutions

the curves for the goosefish and for the tautog are sigmoid whereas in

more acid solutions the curves are rectangular hyperbolae. Thus

in these teleost fishes we find certain unique characteristics exhibited

by the oxygen dissociation curves. Such peculiarities must be

accounted for by any acceptable general theory of the union of oxygen
with hemoglobins.

METHODS

The blood of the goosefish was obtained from the bulbus or sinus

venosus, and was removed from the animal shortly after it was taken
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from the commercial fish traps. On account of the low hemoglobin
concentration of the blood of this fish it was customary to centrifuge

the blood and draw off plasma equal to about one-third the total

volume, before making analyses. The other fishes were maintained at

the laboratory in tanks, and were bled from the gills by means of a

hypodermic syringe. Lithium oxalate was used as an anticoagulant.

Samples of blood were necessarily combined in any given species of

fish and the reserve supply kept on ice. In most cases the blood was

used within 12 hours. In the case of the goosefish it was possible to

keep a sample of blood several days without the appearance of

methemoglobin.
The usual methods of obtaining oxygen dissociation curves were

employed as described by. Dill (1928). Carbon dioxide and oxygen

analyses on the blood were done simultaneously as described by Root

(1931). The analysis of gas mixtures containing over 30 per cent

carbon dioxide or oxygen was made possible by a special modification

of the Haldane apparatus. Gas pressures in the tonometers were

calculated by use of the formula of Bock, Field, and Adair (1924).

Samples of blood were equilibrated at a temperature of 25 C. for 15

minutes in a water bath. Nitrogen was used as the inactive gas in

the tonometers. It is essential to point out that but one tonometer

was equilibrated at a time and analyses followed directly after

equilibration. This procedure is quite necessary in fish blood, since

it possesses active, nucleated erythrocytes (Dill, Edwards, and Florkin,

1932). Duplicate analyses, both of the gases in the blood and in the

tonometer, were made for all established points.

Since the oxygen combined by these bloods is diminished in the

presence of acid, the oxygen capacities were always determined on

blood to which a small amount of powdered sodium bicarbonate had

been added. This blood was then equilibrated either in air or in

oxygen and the figure obtained after dissolved oxygen was subtracted

was taken to be the real oxygen capacity of the hemoglobin.
A few of the more acid samples turned brownish in color and the

I' : niation of methemoglobin was suspected. In such cases the oxygen

(aparity of a duplicate sample of the blood was determined directly

alter each equilibration by using sodium bicarbonate to bring the

blood once more to an alkaline reaction and re-equilibrating with air.

Whenever the hemoglobin had been irreversibly inactivated the per-

centage saturation was calculated by using the oxygen capacity as

determined after equilibration rather than the original value.

All the d.ita expressing the quantity of oxygen in blood were

ed lor dis-oKcd oxygen. In the case of toadfish and goosefish
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the solubility coefficient for oxygen was experimentally established as

2.70 vols. per cent for 760 mm. O2 at 25 C. This figure was assumed

to hold in the case of the tautog.

In studies of the effect of acid on the ability of blopd to combine

with oxygen, samples of blood were equilibrated in oxygen or air to

which had been added various amounts of carbon dioxide. When
acidities were desired greater than could be obtained in this way a few

drops of 4 per cent lactic acid were added.

The pH of fish blood is not easy to control and great difficulties

were experienced in trying to establish dissociation curves at constant

pH. On account of the great change in acidity of the hemoglobin
with degree of oxygenation the use of a constant carbon dioxide tension

does not lead to a constant pH at all oxygen tensions. This difficulty

was overcome by grading the amount of carbon dioxide added and,

in some cases, by adding a small amount of sodium bicarbonate. In

this way it was possible to obtain points calculated to have approxi-

mately the same pH values at all degrees of oxygenation. The pH
of the blood was calculated from gasometric data, using the Henderson-

Hasselbalch equation and assuming pK 6.22 for whole blood at 25 C.

Dissolved carbon dioxide was calculated by using Bohr's solubility

coefficient slightly modified in a manner prescribed by Peters, Bulger,

and Eisenman (1924) to allow for differences in corpuscular volume.

The final factors used to calculate the volume percentage of dissolved

CO2 were 0.102 pCO2 for toadfish, and 0.1 pCO2 for the other fish

bloods. It must be remembered that the electrolyte equilibrium
between cells and plasma is completely ignored and the pH is calculated

from determinations of the carbon dioxide equilibrium of whole blood

rather than that of either plasma or cells.

THE APPARENTLoss OF OXYGENCAPACITY IN ACID SOLUTIONS

Root (1931) found that the amount of oxygen combined with

certain fish bloods at a pressure of oxygen equivalent to that of air

depended upon the acidity of the blood. The addition of very small

amounts of carbon dioxide (even 5 or 10 mm.) or of lactic acid,

appreciably decreased the oxygen bound. This effect is reversible,

for if the blood equilibrated under acid conditions is again made
alkaline it regains its original combining capacity.

It seemed to us that this phenomenon might be merely a pro-

nounced "Bohr" effect (Bohr, Hasselbalch, and Krogh, 1904) in which

the acid altered the oxygen dissociation constant to such an extent

that the oxygen tension of air was insufficient to completely saturate

the hemoglobin. If higher oxygen tensions had been used, saturation
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might have been complete and the oxygen capacity undiminished. To
test this possibility fish blood was equilibrated with oxygen containing

the requisite quantity of carbon dioxide. Since the total pressure

was about one,, atmosphere, the oxygen tension of these gas mixtures

decreased with increasing carbon dioxide concentration. For this

reason lactic acid was added on some of the more acid samples to

enable a relatively high acidity to be reached without too greatly

diluting the oxygen with carbon dioxide.

The results upon the blood of the goosefish, the tautog, and the

toadfish in both air and oxygen at 25 C. are represented in Fig. 1.
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Fi<;. 1. The oxygen combined in fish bloods equilibrated with varying tensions

of carbon dioxide and oxygen or of carbon dioxide and an oxygen tension approxi-

mating that of air.

The oxygen tension of the more acid points in the curves of the toadfish

i> about 500 mm., of the tautog 650 mm., and of the goosefish 350 mm.

Kxcept in the acid ranges of the toadfish blood, the samples equilibrated

with oxygen combined with more oxygen than those treated with air.

But it still remains a question as to whether the oxygen dissociation

i urvcs have shifted or whether tin- amount of oxygen which can be

combined has been decreased. It seemed desirable, consequently, to

determine the entire oxygen dissociation curves at various hydrogen
ion concentrations in the hope that their analysis would enable us to

determine the relative part played by these two phenomena.

I-'. 'I mONSI ok ( )\V(,i.;\-Hi.;M()(;i.()|{]\ EQUILIBRIUM AT CONSTANTpH
I In M li,i\e been three types of equations describing oxygen dis-

Mtion which have proved useful for our purpose. The first of these
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is that of Hill (1910). The fraction of hemoglobin combined with

oxygen, in the following manner:

Kx n

where x is the oxygen concentration expressed as pressure in mm. Hg.

Equation (1) may be derived from the mass law on the assumption that

is the number of molecules of oxygen uniting with each molecule of

hemoglobin.

According to Adair's hypothesis, each molecule of hemoglobin

combines with four molecules of oxygen and the molecule Hb(O 2 ) 4 is

built up and broken down in stages, thus:

0.25^(02) +
1 + K^OJ

in which K\, K?, K3 , and K^ are products of mass law equilibrium

constants. This equation has been successfully used to describe the

curves for man (Adair, 1925), the horse (Ferry and Green, 1929), and

the sheep (Ferry and Pappenheimer, 1929).

Another expression has been suggested by Redfield (Ferry and

Green, 1929, p. 194) and has been found useful in describing the

oxygen dissociation curves of a number of bloods containing hemo-

cyanin which have a distinct undulatory character (Redfield, 1933).

It may be assumed that the respiratory protein consists of two or

more components, each of which reacts with oxygen independently

of the others and reaches an equilibrium described by a distinct oxygen

dissociation curve. Further, each component reacts with oxygen in

accordance with Hill's equation (equation 1) but the components are

each characterized by a different value of n. If the oxygen dissociation

constants of the forms characterized by values of n of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0,

etc. are designated by K\, KZ, K3 , K, etc., and the fraction of the

total oxygen bound by each of these forms as i, 2 ,
a 3 ,

a 4 , etc., the

fraction of the total respiratory protein present in the oxygenated

condition, Y, is given by the equations:

_ azKzX 12 a sK3x*
''

1 2
"

3
~~

In applying this expression to the fish bloods which we have

studied, it is not necessary to employ more than the first two terms so

that the expression becomes

Ki(0) Kz (0,y~
'

ai + " 2 *
'
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TABLE I

Oxygen Dissociation of Toadfish Blood Equilibrated at 25 C.

Experi-
ment *
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TABLE I Continued
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Experi-
ment *
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These curves may be observed to have certain interesting charac-

teristics regardless of the theory or of the equations used to describe

the oxygen-hemoglobin equilibrium. The first of these is a difference

in the shape of the curves at different hydrogen ion concentrations.

In mammalian blood, on the contrary, curves at constant carbon

dioxide tension or at constant pH are apparently of one family having
the same shape.

100

9eo

100 200 300

OXYGEN PRE55URE
400 500 600

FIG. 2. Oxygen dissociation curves at constant pH of the blood of the toad-

fish. The curves have been drawn according to equation (3) using the following
constants:

pH
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A second effect of pH on these curves is a shift to the right with

increasing acidity, a phenomenon well established for various mam-
malian bloods. On the other hand, the change in the position of the

curve with change in pH is almost insignificant in the blood of the

elasmobranch, Raia ocellata (Dill, Edwards, and Florkin, 1932). In

these marine teleosts, and especially in the toadfish, the effect is very

marked. As a result the curves determined at pH 7.2, 6.96, and 6.89

are not completely saturated even in the presence of 500 mm. O2 and

the shape of the curves indicates that more oxygen would be combined

at higher oxygen tensions.

This is an explanation of a part of the decrease in oxygen capacity

described by Root (1931). It should be noted, however, that the

curves determined at pH 6.55 and 6.1 are practically flat at tensions

of oxygen above 150 mm. which suggests that saturation is complete
but that a part of the hemoglobin is incapable of combining with

oxygen.
The next important feature of the curves is their peculiar shape.

Some of them are not simple hyperbolic or sigmoid curves but are

undulatory in character, having two regions concave to the abscissa.

Similar types of curves have been found for the blood of some birds

(Wastl and Leiner 1931) and of certain animals containing hemocyanin

(Redfield, 1933). The break between the two regions of the curves

occurs at about 50 per cent saturation, and the more acid curves, in

which the combined oxygen has become constant, do not rise above 50

per cent saturation. This characteristic of the curves suggests that

the oxygenation of the hemoglobin consists of two steps, or that there

are two components to the curves representing the behavior of different

fractions of the pigment present in equal quantities. Theoretical

treatment of these possibilities is provided by the equations given

above.

The equation (1) developed by Hill applies only to simple curves,

hyperbolic or sigmoid in shape, and thus could be used to describe only
the most acid curves and these only if the decrease in oxygen capacity

is assumed to be real so that higher oxygen tensions would not increase

the oxygen bound.

Although Adair's theory in which the hemoglobin combines with

oxygen in steps was derived for sigmoid curves, equation (2) may be

used to describe the oxygen dissociation curves of the toadfish. By
making K3 and K^ sufficiently small, the terms in which they appear
become ineffective at the oxygen tensions used and the curve becomes

flat at one half saturation, as in the experiment at pH 6.55. According
to this treatment the decrease in oxygen capacity is only apparent and
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the effect really one on the magnitude of the constants and thus a

"Bohr" effect. However, the curve at pH 6.1 is indubitably flat

over a long range at less than 50 per cent saturation, that is, at 43

per cent, and it is also apparent from Fig. 1 that a further increase in

acidity would further decrease the oxygen bound. Such curves can

only be derived from the Adair equation by assuming a true loss in

oxygen capacity, thus necessitating the introduction of a new constant

to describe this loss.

The curves may be described equally well in terms of Redfield's

equation which employs fewer constants. The smooth curves in

Fig. 2 are drawn according to equation (3). When the curves have

not flattened out at one atmosphere of oxygen, the fraction of hemo-

globin incapable of combining with oxygen must be calculated from

the shape of the dissociation curves at lower tensions and this un-

fortunately gives an additional degree of freedom in analyzing some

of the curves.

The difference between the values for K\ and K<> gives the un-

dulatory character to the curves. In some cases the hemoglobin

combining with oxygen according to the first constant is almost com-

pletely saturated before the second inflection begins. By taking ai

and 2 each == 050, which implies that the amount of hemoglobin

acting as though it combined with one molecule of oxygen at a time

exactly equals that combining with two molecules, the flat places in

the curves or the points where there is a change of inflection occur at

about one half saturation.

The decrease in oxygen capacity takes place first at the expense
of the component behaving as though n -- 2. The value of on, the

amount of hemoglobin behaving according to the first term of the

rf|tiation, remains constant at 0.50 throughout the pH range until the

amount of hemoglobin capable of combining with oxygen has been

reduced to 50 per cent of the whole. Thus, the curve at pH 6.55, in

which the capacity is 50 per cent of the total oxygen-combining power,
i- a rectangular hyperbola. Further addition of acid reduces the

capacity but the curve is still of the same shape and has the same value

for the constant K\. This implies that the effect described by Root

comprises a real inactivation of the hemoglobin and is due only in

part to a greatly exaggerated "Bohr" effect.

All three treatment'- have certain common implication-. The
<le~< -i iption of the curves in accordance with either equation (1), (2),

3) requires the assumption that a portion of the hemoglobin has

>-t it- ability to combine with oxygen in the case of the most acid

. In the use of equation (3) it is implied that the prosthetic
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groups responsible for the two components of the curves are divided

in equal amounts. This condition could be met if there were two forms

of hemoglobin present, but the probability of two independent sub-

stances existing in such exact proportion is rather small. It is much

simpler to postulate the existence of a number of oxygen-combining

groups on one molecule, one half of which behave in one way and one

half in the other. Since one half of the group behave as though they
combined with oxygen in pairs, at least four prosthetic groups must be

attributed to the molecule. In this regard the implications regarding
the structure of the hemoglobin molecule are the same as those postu-

lated by Adair in deriving equation (2).

THE OXYGENDISSOCIATION CURVESOF THE BLOODOF THE TAUTOG
AND OF THE GOOSEFISH

The blood of the tautog and of the goosefish may be considered

together since they exhibit similar characteristics. The data are

presented in Tables II and III.

The most important characteristic of these curves is a change in

the shape of the curve with a change in pH. Equation (1) may be

transformed to the logarithmic form :

T 7-^

Log -- =

log K + n log pO2 .

When log HbO2 /Hb is plotted against log pO2 ,
the resulting curve is a

straight line, the slope of which is equal to n. The data for these two
fish bloods have been calculated in this manner and the results plotted
in Fig. 3. In both cases the most alkaline curves are straight lines

and the slope is 2.0, that is, Hill's equation is applicable and n is 2.0.

In both cases, also, the most acid curves are straight lines but here n
is 1.0 and consequently the oxygen dissociation curves are rectangular

hyperbolae.

In both these bloods the oxygen-combining power is decreased in

the more acid solutions. In the tautog the curve has changed to a

rectangular hyperbola (n =
1.0) at pH 7.2. At this reaction the

oxygen capacity is not appreciably lowered, so that the change in shape
is independent of this phenomenon. In the goosefish the decrease in

oxygen capacity begins to appear before the curves have assumed a

shape characterized by n =
1, and in applying Hill's equation it is

necessary to make allowances for the decreased oxygen capacity of

the blood, as was done in the case of toadfish blood (p. 391). At pH
6.84, 6.80, and 6.1 the oxygen capacities are assumed to be 88, 80,

and 54 per cent respectively, of those obtaining in alkaline solutions.
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TABLE II

(>\yi>en Dissociation of Goosefish Blood E<iitilil>rtit<->l at 25 C.

Experi-
ment *
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TABLE II Continued
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Experi-
ment *
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TABLE III

nitsociation of Tautog Blood Equilibrated at 25 C.

Experi-
ment *
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FIG. 3. For explanation of this figure, see text.
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FIG. 4. Oxygen dissociation curves at constant pH of the blood of the tautog.
The curves have been drawn according to equation (3) using the following constants:

pH
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more acid curves for tautog blood are rectangular hyperbolae and K\
is the same at pH 6.5 and 6.1 although the oxygen capacity is

100

100 200

OXYGEN PRESSURE
300

FK;. 5. Oxygen dissociation curves of the blood of the goosefish at constant pi I.

The curves have been drawn according to equation (3) using the following constants:

PH
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The most interesting single characteristic of these curves is the

change in shape from a rectangular hyperbola to a sigmoid curve.

Unlike the toadfish, in which one component behaves as though n ---- 2

and one component as though n = 1 at all pH values, the change in

shape must be due to a change in behavior of the component groups.

Thus, whatever the theory used as a basis for the description of

the curves, it may be observed that acidity has a threefold effect on

the blood; first, a change in the value of the oxygen dissociation

constant, second, a decrease in oxygen capacity, third, a change in the

shape of the curves describing the equilibrium with oxygen.

THEORETICAL DEDUCTIONSCONCERNINGTHE Loss IN OXYGEN
CAPACITY IN ACID SOLUTIONS

Henderson (1920) has shown that the effect of acid on the com-

bining power of hemoglobin with oxygen could be described in terms of

four mass law expressions; one for the combining power of oxygen with

acid hemoglobin, HHb, one for oxygen with salt hemoglobin, BHb,
and one each for the acid dissociation of oxygenated and reduced

hemoglobin, HHbO2 and HHb respectively. Thus the ease with which

oxygen combines with hemoglobin depends upon the dissociation of

the latter as an acid and oxyhemoglobin is a stronger acid than reduced

hemoglobin.
The situation becomes rather complicated when more than one

molecule of oxygen is considered to combine with one molecule of

hemoglobin. By making certain assumptions concerning the inter-

dependence of the four prosthetic groups, it is possible to derive an

expression predicting the relation between oxygen capacity and

hydrogen ion concentration exhibited by the data in Fig. 1. By
making a few assumptions it is possible to explain this phenomenon of

reversible loss of oxygen capacity in relatively simple chemical terms.

The fundamental conception is that the oxygen combination is

intimately dependent upon the acid dissociation of the hemoglobin as

in mammalian blood, but that the effect is so exaggerated that oxygen,

at ordinary oxygen tensions, will not combine with the hemoglobin

unless the latter is in the ionized state. This is, of course, not the

only possible theory but it is set forth here as a simple interpretation of

the mechanism of a phenomenon apparently very different from our

usual conception of the equilibrium between oxygen and hemoglobin.

Let it be assumed :

1. That each hemoglobin molecule contains four groups capable of

31
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combining with oxygen and that each of these groups is associated

with the dissociation of two hydrogen ions. 2

2. Assume further that only the ionized prosthetic groups, that is,

the groups from which hydrogen ions have been dissociated, can com-

bine with oxygen.
3 Then in the presence of oxygen sufficient to

combine with all the ionized hemoglobin the number of forms present

is reduced to H8 Hb, H6 HbO2 =, H4 Hb(O 2 ) 2 =, H2 Hb(O 2 ) 3
ss

, and

Hb(O 2 ) 4".
3. Assume finally that the first two pairs of H ions dissociate from

the hemoglobin separately but the last two pairs dissociate in a single

step; then there never is present an appreciable amount of the form

which can combine with three molecules of oxygen. This is in accord-

ance with the usage of equation (3) as applied to the oxygen dissocia-

tion curves of toadfish blood.

The equilibrium reactions for the acid and oxygen dissociation of

the hemoglobin molecule according to these restrictions are re-

duced to

H8Hb --= H6 Hb= + 2H+ H6Hb= + O2
== H6Hb(O 2 )=

H6Hb(O 2 )=
= H4 HbO2

== +2H+ H 4 HbO2

= + O2
== H4 Hb(O 2 ) 2

==

H4 Hb(0 2 ) 2
== = Hb(0 2 ) 2

s= + 4H+ Hb(0 2 ) 2
== + 2O2

- Hb(O 2 ) 4
==

If the oxygen tension is sufficiently high to convert practically all

of the hemoglobin from which the hydrogen has been dissociated into

the corresponding oxygenated form, the intermediate product of each

pair of equations is never present in appreciable amount and the

following equilibrium reactions and mass law expressions may be

assumed to describe the limiting conditions:

H8 Hb = H,HbO,- +

H.HbO,- = H,Hb(0,),-

mwn1
- -u + [Hb(O 2 ) 4 ]

rt
"

[TF
- The assumption that the combination of each oxygen molecule is accompanied

l>y the dissociation of two hydrogen ions is in accordance with the finding of Ferry
.uid co-workers (1929) that A'i in equation (2), as applied to horse hemoglobin and

lieep blood, varies with the square of the hydrogen ion concentration, and with

the observation of Krdtk-ld and Ingalls (1932) that the oxygen dissociation constant

fur certain hemocyanins also varies with the square of the hydrogen ion concen-

tration

I 'his also has a parallel in the hemocyanins, where the addition of acid produces
a colorless c'>m|i'nnid incapable of combining with oxygen. See the end of this

cliscu-
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The relative concentrations of the different forms present at any given

pH may be readily calculated either by the logarithmic form usually

employed in treating titration curves or in an algebraic form similar

to the oxygen dissociation equations. Thus for the first equilibrium
if

[H 8Hb] + [H 6HbOr] =
1,

then

ei ! r n =n i

1 - [H 6Hb02=]
"

[H+J
c '

[H+]
2 + K,

and similarly for the other expressions,

The total amount of oxygen bound at any given pH is the sum of all

of the oxygenated forms.

H6 HbO2
= + H4 Hb(O 2 ) 2

= + Hb(O 2 ) 4
==

Since only one quarter of the total oxygen bound can be in the form
H6HbO2

=
,

the concentration as derived from the equilibrium expression
must be multiplied by 0.25 as must also the concentration of

H4 Hb(O 2 ) 2=, while the concentration of Hb(O 2 ) 4
s == must be multiplied

by 0.50. Substituting these values and the mass law expressions for

the various oxygenated forms the total oxygen combined, Z, becomes

7 = 2S
Kl

I" ' ~ ^
rt_r-i--|2 i rr >

[H+]
2 + K l

*

[H+]
2 + K,

u

[H+]
4 + KzK<

In applying these equations to the data in Fig. 1, it must be kept
in mind that the shape of the oxygen dissociation curves indicates

that the hemoglobin would combine with slightly more oxygen if the

oxygen tension were sufficiently increased. The theoretical oxygen
capacity may be calculated in the more acid range because the curves

are simple rectangular hyperbolae and in all three bloods the oxygen
dissociation constant has the same value in the most acid curves.

If it be assumed that the constant is the same at intervening and lower

pH values, knowing the oxygen tension and the concentration of

oxygenated hemoglobin, it is possible to calculate the limiting amount
of oxygen with which the hemoglobin can combine at these reactions.

These values have been calculated using the data given in Fig. 1 for

the goosefish below pH 6.8 where KI -- .013, for the tautog below

pH 6.55 where K^ = .022, and for the toadfish below 6.5 where
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KI -'- .047. At higher pH values the capacities have been calculated

somewhat less accurately. The points between pH 6.55 and 6.96 for

the tautog have been calculated using the KI values at both these

reactions, then averaging the results which are then 2 per cent of

100
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FIG. 6. The oxygen capacity of certain fish bloods. The points are calculated

as described in the text:

from the blood equilibrated with oxygen as given in Fig. 1.

O from the blood equilibrated with air as given in Fig. 1.

D from the oxygen dissociation curves in Figs. 2, 4, and 5.

The curves are drawn according to equation (4).

the correct value. At oxygen tensions of 700 mm. the first half of

the toadfish hemoglobin is practically saturated and the capacity

between pH 6.55 and 7.0 has been calculated according to equation (3)

using KI as 3.33 X 10~ 6
. All of the calculated points are represented

in Fig. 6.

The curves in this figure are drawn according to equation (4) where

and ^ Ki are for the goosefish 1()- 5 - 1 and 10 '" 65
respectively;

for the tautog, 1()- 5 - 93 and 10 t; - 95
respectively, and for the toadfish

10~' and lO" 6 -*
respectively. ^Ki is approximately 10~ 5 for the

I ml is too large to be determined for the other two fisho.

Tin- applicability of this type of equation to the oxygen capacity

the interpretation of the oxygen dissociation curve as de-

\ doped in the case of the toadfish. The equation is also adequate to

dcM-ribc the relation observed in tautog and goosefish blood, although
the asMimptions iiM'd in deriving curves to describe the oxygen

equilibrium are ^onu-what different from tlioM- employed for toadfish

Tin- difference suggest- that in some cases there may be an
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interdependence of the acid dissociation of the prosthetic groups which

is not paralleled by an interdependence in the combination of oxygen.

The most important implication of the curves in Fig. 6 is the same

as that derived from the undulatory character of the oxygen dissocia-

tion curves of the toadfish, namely, hemoglobin contains prosthetic

groups differing in their behavior with respect to hydrogen dissociation

and oxygen combination.

The evidence for this is the inflection of the tautog and toadfish

curves at 50 per cent saturation and the actual break in the goosefish

curve at the same point. Thus the effect of the addition of acid, as

originally suggested (Root, 1931), may be interpreted as the in-

activation of prosthetic groups on the hemoglobin molecule. This

inactivation is probably due to the undissociated character of the

hemoglobin as an acid, oxygen combining with only the ionized form

of hemoglobin.
A similar inactivation of respiratory pigment in the presence of

acid has been described by Redfield, Mason, and Ingalls (1932). The

hemocyanin of Limulus polyphemus reacts with hydrochloric acid to

form a component that is colorless and does not react with dissociable

oxygen. The colorless component may be separated from a partially

acidified hemocyanin solution by the addition of a strong solution of

sodium chloride. When such a separation has been effected, analysis

of the nitrogen in the filtrate indicates that its protein content has

been diminished to just such an extent as the hemocyanin has been

decolorized. Here, also, the combination of each oxygen molecule

appears to be dependent upon the dissociation of two hydrogens, for

the oxygen dissociation curves are rectangular hyperbolae and the

equilibrium between hydrochloric acid, hemocyanin, and the resulting

colorless component may be described by an equation in which the

hemocyanin is behaving as a divalent acid or base.

Wewish to express our thanks to Professor Alfred C. Redfield for

his generous interest and direction throughout the course of this

investigation.

SUMMARY

1. The oxygen dissociation curves of the blood of certain marine

teleosts, the toadfish, the goosefish, and the tautog, have been studied.

2. The oxygen dissociation curves for the toadfish are undulatory
in character with two areas concave to the abscissa. The second

inflection begins at approximately one half saturation.

3. The oxygen dissociation curves for the goosefish and the tautog

change shape with change in pH. At alkaline reactions the curves

are sigmoid whereas in acid solutions they are rectangular hyperbolae.
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4. The form of the oxygen dissociation curves at constant pH can

be described by Hill's equation only under a limited number of

circumstances. The curves for the toadfish may be described in

terms of equations derived from the assumption that each molecule of

hemoglobin combine? with four molecules of oxygen.
5. The position ot the dissociation curves of all of these fish bloods

is markedly affected by pH, and, in addition, with increasing acidity

the oxygen capacity is reduced.

6. The manner in which the addition of acid lowers the oxygen

capacity may be deduced from the assumption that oxygenation is

dependent upon the dissociation of hemoglobin as an acid.
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